This paper aims to demonstrate the superiority of Extended Mean-Gini (EMG) framework which is consistent with the second-order of stochastic dominance theory. The study provides a comprehensive analysis of investors' distinct risk averse behavior towards optimal futures hedging strategy. The empirical distribution function method and the more efficient kernel estimation method are employed in the estimation of EMG hedge ratios. Furthermore, the moving data window procedure is used to examine the stability of the dynamic hedge ratios. The research is conducted on Malaysian Crude Palm Oil and CPO Futures markets for the period of 16th March 1995 to 28th June 2011. The empirical results show that the EMG approach is apparently more appropriate than the MV approach where EMG framework incorporates the risk aversion factor. The study also shows the instability of dynamic hedge ratios across time horizons hence not favorable to investors who adopt the "buy and hold" strategy.
Introduction
The Mean-Variance (MV) framework which is consistent with the normality (Gaussian) assumption is widely used by practitioners in futures hedging. It has been long noted by the quantitative finance community that most of the financial asset returns are non-normal. The financial turmoil of 2008 is among many such rare and unpredictable financial crises over past decades that raise public Theoretical Economics Letters concerns in challenging the conventional ideas of portfolio optimization. Does the normality assumption hold for financial asset returns? If not, any alternative framework could potentially model the non-normally distributed asset returns?
To address the problem, this study presents a stochastic dominance approach, the Extended Mean-Gini (EMG) framework, to measure the risk and hedging effectiveness in futures hedging strategies without restricted to the normality assumption.
As featured in past literatures and statistical phenomena, extreme events particularly with negative returns appear to be more pronounced than predicted by a normal distribution [1] [2] [3] . Implications inherent in assuming normally distributed asset returns have become a famous area of interest for both investors and researchers ever since. The normality assumption is essential in the sense that it could lead to econometrics biases and invalidates the evaluation of risk. Consequently, the conventional optimization model could significantly understate downside risk [4] [5] [6] , thereby rendering an investor's portfolio non-optimal.
Notwithstanding the renowned simplicity of MV framework and growing body of evidence suggest the assumptions of this framework are too restrictive. Stochastic dominance approaches are often proposed as the remedies for the deficiencies of the conventional MV approach. EMG framework proposes the use of Gini's mean difference as an alternative measure of risk, thus possesses the theoretical dominance to model non-normal returns explicitly. It is an extension of the Mean-Gini (MG) model developed by Yitzhaki [7] to parameterize risk.
This study demonstrates the econometric advantages of using EMG framework in Malaysia's Crude Palm Oil Futures (FCPO) market for futures hedging purposes. It deals with unconditional normality in which the returns distribution of financial asset does not change through time. The study further focuses and illustrates the introduction of risk aversion into futures hedging strategy where investors' risk appetite and tolerance level are incorporated in futures hedging.
There are immense amounts of studies regarding the hedging effectiveness and MV framework. One can easily find vast amount of literature of MV futures hedging that has been conducted on the financial markets. The well established studies that employed MV approach are Ederington [8] , Figlewski [9] , Herbst et al. [10] , Lien and Luo [11] , and Baillie and Myers [12] . These studies emphasized the use of different econometric models in modeling the spot and futures prices for developed and developing countries. Nevertheless, there are very limited resources on the EMG of the stochastic dominance approach in futures hedging.
Some popular studies on the EMG proposed by Shalit and Yitzhaki [13] are
Hodgson and Okunev [14] , Kolb and Okunev [15] , Lien and Luo [16] and Lien and Shaffer [17] , among others. These studies focused mainly on equity indices and currencies hedging in developed countries. In contrast, very little empirical works in this area are for agricultural commodities under the EMG framework.
Hodgson and Okunev's [14] research was based on Associated Australian Stock Exchanges All Ordinaries Index (AOI) and found that EMG hedge ratios follow a step function of the underlying risk aversion parameter. However, contrary to Hodgson and Okunev [14] and Kolb and Okunev [15] , Lien and Luo [16] shown that EMG hedge ratio is a smooth function of risk aversion parameter. Lien and Luo's [16] research was based on the S & P 500 index using the kernel estimation method. While accessing the stability of the hedge ratios, Lien
and Luo [16] demonstrated a step function of hedge ratio for high risk aversion parameter but not for low degree of risk aversion. That is, contrary to the findings of Hodgson and Okunev [14] . Such conflicting results indicate that there has yet been any concrete finding on the EMG hedge ratio function. Not to mention that most researches were based on indices and currencies hedging while very minimal are done on agricultural commodities.
Despite the fact that Malaysian FCPO is the most actively traded commodity futures in emerging markets of Asia, existing studies were relatively low compared to other developed futures market. Some of the financial researches regarding FCPO futures market are returns and volatility [18] , market efficiency [19] , spillover effect [20] and cointegration analysis between CPO and FCPO prices [21] . More recently, works done on FCPO futures hedging includes conventional MV hedging [22] , dynamic hedging [23] and comparison between constant and dynamic hedge ratios [24] . These studies on futures hedging were constructed under the assumption of normality returns of assets. In fact, it is necessitate examining the risk aversion factor on hedging performance of FCPO under EMG framework which will not be invalidated by the non-normality of returns. In conjunction with the few studies done on agricultural commodities futures, this study aims to examine the superiority of EMG approach over the MV framework in hedging crude palm oil prices. The study will investigate how the risk aversion factor would have affect the hedge ratio and hedging effectiveness and evaluate the EMG hedge ratios using two different estimation methods; the ranking and the kernel estimation method. The appropriateness of the "buy and hold" strategy in futures hedging strategies will then be examined at the end of the study.
Despite the limited literature and studies on the EMG futures hedging relatively to the MV approach, one may still be able to find some studies in this area. But, EMG futures hedging on agricultural commodities would have further narrow down the limiting available resources. Nevertheless, studies on FCPO futures hedging were accomplished within MV framework. To our best knowledge, none of the literature reviewed considered the degree of risk aversion in FCPO futures hedging when the normality assumption of assets' returns is relaxed. There is no similar research done on the FCPO using the EMG approach. This study will contribute to the pool of knowledge of crude palm oil investors in their risk management activities. It will help the investors to identify some crucial factors in hedging the crude palm oil prices. Furthermore, very limited research has been conducted on emerging market like Malaysia in a similar ap- 
Mean-Gini Framework
While the first assumption of mean-variance portfolio theory, the normally distributed returns of financial asset is violated, the second assumption of quadratic utility implies an implausible conclusion of all investors exhibiting growing absolute risk aversion. In other words, the second assumption mentioned also implies all investors have homogeneous risk attitudes in investment decision making. The MG framework which consistent with the stochastic dominance rules and the principle of maximizing expected utility is not accountable to these criticisms of MV portfolio theory. The MG framework developed by Yitzhaki [7] [25] and Shalit and Yitzhaki [13] provides an efficient remedy of constructing optimal portfolio in stochastic dominance framework. The following section will discuss the Gini's mean difference and its application in futures markets. The Gini's mean difference is the measure of the variability of a risky prospect.
This Gini coefficient was named after an Italian mathematician Corrado Gini in honour for his development of this risk measure. In an investment context, the Gini's mean difference can be interpreted as magnitude variation between two asset returns randomly draw from a probability distribution. Suppose random draws are carried out repeatedly with a pair of returns at a time, the magnitude difference is observed for the whole process. A pair of returns drawn from a widely dispersed distribution will tend to have a large magnitude difference while the pair from a narrowly dispersed distribution tends to have a smaller magnitude difference.
The Gini coefficient captures the expected value of the magnitude difference by two statistics, the mean and the Gini's measure of dispersion. The MG framework therefore provides a necessary condition for second order stochastic dominance despite the distribution of the financial asset return. Hence, potentially a better framework than the MV approach. Following the approach of
Yitzhaki [25] and let R 1 and R 2 denote the random returns drawn from the same probability distribution, the Gini coefficient Γ is defined as
Assume the random return R is bounded by [a, b] such that F (a) = 0 and F (b) = 1. In practice, this algebraic expression can be expressed in a more convenient form as below
Alternatively, the Gini coefficient Γ is analytically equivalent to
The Gini coefficient expressed in covariance form of two random variables is more easy and convenient for computations in empirical studies. This MG model is a special case of the Extended Mean-Gini model with a degree of risk aversion of 2, which will be discussed in the next section.
The Extended Mean-Gini (EMG) Framework
Yitzhaki [7] and Shalit and Yitzhaki [13] enhanced the Gini coefficient by expanding it into a family of coefficients of dispersion. Each coefficient of the Extended Gini family is defined by parametrising the risk attitudes of practitioners with parameter v. The EMG coefficient ( ) 
The EMG Approach in Futures Hedging
Yitzhaki [25] has derived the MG model in comparing uncertain prospects in portfolio analysis. Suppose two portfolios X and Y and let ( ) .
F and ( )
. G denote the cumulative distribution of these portfolios' returns respectively. According to Yitzhaki [25] , the following inequality is necessary for prospect X to dominate prospect Y by first and second order of stochastic dominance efficiency ( ) ( )
where X µ and Y µ are the expected return of prospects X and Y respectively.
The above result can then be generalized for the Extended Gini coefficient. According to Shalit and Yitzhaki [13] : 
The Empirical Application of the EMG Approach
Follows the approach adopted by Cheung et al. [26] and Hodgson and Okunev 
For empirical computation, the above equation is estimated by the corresponding sample analog. Thus, it can be rewritten as (
The computation process of equations above will be further discussed in the next section. In accessing the performance of the hedging strategy, consideration will be given to the degree of risk reduction conditional to risk aversion levels.
Analogous to the risk-return framework proposed by Ederington [8] , hedging effectiveness is defined as the percentage of risk reduction achieved from the optimum hedging strategy. Similarly, with EMG coefficients, the hedging effectiveness [10] [28] can be expressed as
are the EMG coefficients for hedged and unhedged portfolios respectively. Since no position in futures is taken for unhedged portfolio, the Gini for unhedegd portfolio is equivalent to the Gini of spot portfolio.
Estimating the EMG Coefficients
As shown in previous section, the EMG coefficient is expressed in term of EMG hedge ratio. By expanding it, then partial differentiating it with respect to EMG hedge ratio in order to obtain the global minimum Gini coefficient, the optimal EMG hedge ratio can be expressed as 
The Ranking Method
Conventionally, the cumulative density function (CDF) is estimated by the ranking method [27] . The estimated
, also known as the empirical distribution function (EDF) approach which is accomplished by ranking 
It should be noted that higher ranked returns will gives lower complement CDF, and raising them to the power of 1 v − for v greater than two will drive these term towards zero. As v tends to infinity, this will converge to zero; an intuitively appealing idea of the EMG framework. This is based on the EMG framework that greater risk averse investors will emphasize on lower end of the distribution while truncating the upper end of the distribution, giving more attention to the tendency of worse outcome than the possibility of great portfolio's return. However, the simplicity of this estimation method is based on the following presumption [16] ( ) ( )
The above inequality assumes no tie in the ranking of returns. Yet, one defect of this method is this invalid presumption [16] since there is at least one tie in ranking at the optimal hedge ratio theoretically although ties in ranking rarely incurred in empirical estimation. These properties rendering the conventional first order differentiation inapplicable resulting the estimated EMG coefficient not differentiable. Therefore the ranking method is generally not applicable and 
The Nonparametric Kernel Density Estimation
Lien and Luo [16] introduced the nonparametric kernel density estimation into the EMG framework. A nonparametric approach is used instead of the ranking method in estimation the CDF. This kernel smoothing method is applied by Lien and Luo [16] , Lien and Shaffer [17] and Shaffer [29] . It is a more powerful CDF estimation which is known to produce efficient results with a smaller sample. Reiss [30] asserted that an appropriately chosen kernel estimator is more efficient than the empirically derived estimates. The kernel density estimates,
the kernel density function which is, in this study, adopted the Gaussian kernel.
That is, the probability density function for The smoothing bandwidth T α is the parameter that affects the smoothness or roughness of the resulting density estimate. Since the resulting estimated CDF is insensitive to the kernel function used, the choice of kernel is generally less important. However, the selection of bandwidth parameter is essential in kernel density estimation. Over-smoothing will occur if T α is too large and the nature of the distribution will be obscured. If T α is too small, the kernel estimation method will draws too much inference from the sample and leads to the under-smoothing of the CDF estimates. A procedure of selecting the optimum bandwidth is suggested by Silverman [31] : 1 5 0.9 , where min , 1.34
The σ denote the standard deviation; IQR represents the inter-quartile range of the data; ( ) min .,. denotes the minimum function in statistics. Silverman [31] found that the above smoothing bandwidth works very well with wide variety of densities and is an adequate choice of bandwidth for many purposes. This optimum smoothing bandwidth is applied by Shaffer and DeMaskey [32] and Shaffer and DeMaskey [28] in EMG futures hedging. Theoretical Economics Letters
The Moving Data Window
The methodology discussed above is based on a buy and hold strategy where the optimal hedge ratios is estimated for the whole sample period of approximately 16 years. Now, consider how investors might want to correct their hedge ratios accordingly to newly available information every day. Following Hodgson and Okunev [14] , Kolb and Okunev [15] and Lien and Luo [16] , the moving data window procedure is used to examine the stability of EMG hedge ratios across time. This multi-period consideration appears appropriate because futures positions are marked to the market daily where the profits and losses are accounted daily. The moving data window procedure continuously re-evaluates the optimal EMG hedge ratios for every trading day. Consequently, the portfolio's return can be written as
represents the dynamic EMG hedge ratios. As asserted by Lien and
Luo [16] , this approach is insensitive to the moving data window selection. In the study, these hedge ratios are estimated based on previous 500 trading days; a moving window of 500 trading days which consists of 500 data points. It is assumed that investors re-evaluate the optimal hedge ratios based on most recent five 500 days of trading activities, wherein the newest data point replaces the most obsolete data point as the data window moves. Hence, for an input of parameter v, this procedure will gives 3422 hedge ratios which is represented by , f t X . Both ranking method and the kernel density estimation are used for estimating the CDF in moving data window.
Data and Empirical Results

Data
The study uses two data series of crude palm oil: 1) the Malaysia Crude Palm Oil significantly affect the hedging performance of hedged portfolio, the measures of hedging effectiveness are evaluated and analyzed in both EMG framework and MV framework. Next, the study will appraise the appropriateness and suitability of the "buy and hold" strategy in FCPO hedging. To do so, the moving data window procedure is employed to consider thoroughly the time-series characteristics of EMG dynamic hedge ratios for different level of risk aversion. The principal issue here is to access whether investors of distinct risk preferences who hedged with MV hedge ratios are in-optimal.
In order to examine the normality of both CPO returns series, goodness of fit tests are performed using Shapiro-Wilk and Jarque-Bera normality tests. These robustness tests investigate how well the mentioned data series can be fitted into normal distribution. The normality null hypotheses are rejected, implying both returns are non-normally distributed. Hence, the EMG framework is more appropriate than the MV framework for modeling the CPO and FCPO returns.
However, it is notable to mention that the EMG framework works well with or without the normality assumption of the returns series. Consequently, the EMG method is valid regardless of the results of these tests and is econometrically better than MV approach. 
The MV and MG Hedge Ratios
The most direct and less complex technique of computing the MVHR under MV framework is the conventional Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression. First, an OLS regression of CPO returns on FCPO returns is executed to obtain the MVHR. The OLS regression results and other relevant information are summarized in Table 1 .
The constant intercept is shown to be statistical insignificant which indicates the absence of the magnitude difference between the two return series.
Contrary, the coefficient of the independent variable f R is statistical significant at 5% level. Hence, by adopting the MVHR of 57.62%, one can achieved a hedging performance of 42.40%. In short, the hedgers or investors could reduce the price risk by 42.40% as measured by the variation of portfolio's return. As mentioned previously, the non-normally distributed CPO and FCPO returns will invalidate the MV model. This is because the significance of t-statistics is mainly due to the non-normal distribution of returns rather than the causal relation between CPO spot and futures returns. Thus, the MG model is applied to counter with this econometric problem. An MG regression based on the iterative grid searching procedure is performed to obtain the MG hedge ratio. The empirical results of MG model are reported in Table 2 . This stochastic dominance model has predicted an optimal hedge ratio of 56.44%. It is noticed the Gini coefficient for a hedged portfolio is lower than the unhedged portfolio therefore implying lesser risk associated with the corresponding hedged portfolio. Indeed, the MG hedge ratio provides a noticeable risk reduction for the hedged portfolio over the sample period. A CPO spot position hedger would be able to achieve approximately 25% of risk reduction. As a consequence, it signifies that FCPO contracts are still the potential hedging derivatives to hedge against CPO price risk even when the assumptions of normality returns are relaxed. Additionally, it is worthwhile to compare and scrutinize both MV and MG model side-by-side. Table 3 summarized both MV and MG regression results. The table illustrates the Malaysian CPO market as a sample case in which MV and MG approaches led to conflicting results. The MG approach yields lower hedge ratio than the MV approach while with higher mean return and almost alike variance value with the MV hedged portfolio. These erroneous results are likely due to the crossing over of efficient frontiers at higher levels of returns. The fact that MV approach does not requires mean return estimates for portfolio construction leads to the elimination of valuable information on return characteristics during portfolio selection. In fact, the efficient sets of MG approach ought to yield portfolios which maximize risk-adjusted return. More importantly, hedgers or investors who adopt the more superior MG model prioritize risk-adjusted return which affects one's wealth level instead of the variability of returns. Up until now, the hedging strategy considered only homogeneous risk behavior of all investors and hedgers, the study will soon introduce investors' heterogeneous risk attitudes into FCPO hedging and thus the FCPO hedging performance. 
The EDF Hedge Ratios
The iterative searching procedure prescribed in previous section is applied to various investor-specific risk aversion parameters (v); the EMG coefficient is minimized to obtain the EMG hedge ratios. In particular, the EMG coefficient is estimated for v values ranging from two to thirty incrementing by one, and from thirty-two to three hundred with increment of two. Also, the initial risk aversion factor (v = 2) is identical to the MG approach. In addition, risk aversion factor greater than three hundred are being considered in this study. However, these higher degrees of risk aversion factor for extremely risk averse hedgers did not produce hedge ratios significantly differ from those obtained in the above range.
Therefore, these results are not reported here. same spot position and thus raise the values of risk measure (EMG coefficients),
indicating they are more concerning on the tendency of negative outcome on their spot position. Considering the impossible task to eliminate the possibility of negative returns and the incapability of futures contracts to ideally hedge all downside risk, it is reasonable that more conservative and risk averse investors will inflates their perceived risk exposure accordingly. If not, the mechanism of the market itself which would in turn otherwise created an arbitrage opportunity where hedgers will not suffer losses.
As they perceived much greater risk on the spot position, the same FCPO contracts who act as an effective hedging tool can therefore eliminate only a smaller portion of the risk perceived when the portfolio is optimally hedged.
Thus, renders the deteriorating of hedging performance as risk aversion factor increases. In general, the FCPO contracts could provide approximately 20% or more risk reduction for CPO hedgers and investors. To analyze this results thoroughly, the returns on both CPO and FCPO are considered. Note: (a) The EMG hedge ratio is calculated as the mean of all estimated EMG hedge ratios while other related information are computed based on this average hedge ratio.
that both CPO and FCPO give an average of positive returns with FCPO records considerably higher return. While a FCPO hedging strategy involved shorting more FCPO contracts, the portfolio returns will be discounted by the losses realized on the FCPO short position. Therefore, a sufficiently higher hedge ratio would produce an unfavorable negative mean returns where selling more FCPO contracts leads to lower returns.
On the contrary, in understanding the reversal pattern of a downward hedge ratio function, backwardation is hypothesized as the possible explanation [14] .
Notice that, normal backwardation occurs more often, mostly than not, during the sample period. Hence, convenience yield arises whenever the CPO market is backwardated where CPO price is greater than FCPO price. This convenience yield associated with market backwardation is enjoyed by the investors who hold an inventory or precisely, long position on CPO. Coincide with the FCPO's positive mean value, a highly risk averse investors would act conservatively by reducing the proportion of FCPO contracts used in their optimal hedging strategy.
Thus, avoiding the potential losses realized on shorting FCPO while exploiting the profitable opportunities during backwardation by covering less their CPO spot position. Next, the study employs another estimation method-Kernel estimation method to further testify the properties of EMG hedge ratios discussed above. Table 6 . Meanwhile, Figure 3 provides a better illustration for EMG hedge ratios obtained from both estimation methods. It is clear from both illustrations that the hedge ratios estimated by kernel and EDF estimation methods share a few common characteristics. Some findings here are consistent with the results of EMG hedge ratios reported earlier, further justifying the robustness of the empirical results in this study.
The Kernal Hedge Ratios
First of all, the estimated EMG hedge ratios are significantly differ from the constant MVHR. The mean value for EMG hedge ratios is considerably greater than the MVHR. This indicates that investors would most probably severely under-hedged the CPO price risk with MVHR when the risk aversion is considered. Second, investors with similar degree of risk aversion could have significantly different optimal futures positions. As the kernel hedge ratios function behaves like a step-function, the hedge ratios will experience momentous 'jump' at certain risk aversion parameter. Third, the hedge ratios become steadier as the risk aversion parameter increases. The hedge ratios for extremely risk averse investors (v > 100) tend to be more stable and nearly constant. However, these hedge ratios for higher risk aversion factors do not approach the MVHR. This is inconsistent with the EDF hedge ratios which approaches the MVHR for greater levels of risk aversion. Fourth, the kernel hedge ratios exhibit a nearly bell-like curve function. This finding verified the unique characteristic of the FCPO hedge ratio function discussed earlier where the ratios experience a peak. Despite the results from both estimators share some similarities, noticeable differences do exist. Since the primary objective here is to compare and contrast the hedge ratios obtained from both methods, Table 7 is constructed to highlight the differences between kernel and EDF hedge ratios. The empirical results reported in the following table suggest the hedge ratios estimated from the two mentioned methods are not equivalent. The table reveals that the kernel hedge ratios are typically larger than the EDF ratios. Note: (a) The differences are computed as the magnitude difference of kernel ratios in excess to EDF ratios.
It is clear and apparent from Figure 3 that although both kernel and EDF hedge ratios are almost identical for less risk averse investors, visible differences still occur. These similarities disappear and become substantial as the discrepancy increases along with higher degree of risk aversion. Furthermore, thought with exceptions, the magnitude of the differences tends to be greater for higher risk aversion levels. The differences are larger than 100 basis points for extremely risk averse investors (v > 100) with kernel hedge ratios take the greater ratios.
However, the central issue remains whether which method offers better FCPO hedging performance. In most cases, the EDF hedge ratios produce better hedging performance as measured by the hedging effectiveness. Nonetheless, one should note that the kernel hedge ratios outperformed the EDF hedge ratios for lower levels of risk aversion (v < 25). While EDF hedge ratios performs better for higher degree of risk aversion where the magnitude of the differences increases with risk aversion factor. Although the difference between the hedging effectiveness of kernel and EDF hedge ratios are notable, there are less pronounced as the highest magnitude difference (v = 300) is 10 basis points which is very minimal. In addition, the kernel hedge ratios generally create portfolio with lesser returns than the EDF hedge ratios. This is due to the higher hedge ratios of the kernel method which requires shorting more FCPO contracts, thus lowering the yield on the bullish CPO market.
These results provide insights suggest that the EDF method is more effective and gives better hedging performance than the kernel method in the Malaysian CPO markets. The superior performance of EDF estimation method is demonstrated based on the in-sample tests performed. One would expects the more powerful kernel estimation method will provide better results and performance than the less efficient EDF estimation method, however the empirical results are contradictory. The EDF method performs equally well to the more powerful and efficient kernel method.
Following Shaffer and DeMaskey's [28] assertion, the econometric advantages of kernel estimator which offers higher efficiency in smaller sample is less evident as the study employs a large sample of 3921 observations. As reflected by the hedging effectiveness, the results imply that the relatively greater efficiency 
The Dynamic Hedge Ratios by Moving Data Window
As far as this, the empirical findings discussed above were based on the 'buy and hold' strategy where considerations only given to the constant hedge ratios for the whole sample period. Here, the study extends the empirical application by considering the case where the hedgers re-evaluate the hedge ratios continually. Indeed, hedgers and investors might want to adjust their hedging strategy accordingly to new available information. Following Hodgson and Okunev [14] , Kolb and Okunev [15] and Lien and Luo [16] , moving data windows which consist of 500 data points are applied to investigate the stability of the optimal hedge ratios. In aggregate, the rolling window moves across observations will produce 3422 hedge ratios for a given risk aversion factor; the EMG dynamic hedge ratios. These dynamic hedge ratios will then be examined by comparing the magnitude of changes of consecutive hedge ratios. For comparison purposes, the MVHR and the EMG hedge ratios for three risk aversion parameter, v = 2, v = 50 and v = 300 which represent low, moderate and highly risk averse investors respectively are estimated. Table 8 reports the summary of the empirical results for the dynamic hedge ratios of parameter v = 2, v = 50 and v = 300. The dynamic hedge ratios for low risk aversion factor (v = 2)
follow closely the same path as the dynamic MVHR (Figure 4 ). These dynamic hedge ratios are trending in the same manner across the sample period with mild variations. However, it should be noted that gradual changes do occur frequently. Despite so, in retrospect, noticeable changes in dynamic hedge ratios happen occasionally where the range for MVHR is between 44.26% and 74.90%. Meanwhile, it appears that the MV approach is comparatively more stable than the EMG approach for CPO market. This is particularly evident from the maximum and minimum of EMG hedge ratios for greater degree of risk aversion investors. The dynamic hedge ratios for higher risk aversion factor (v = 300) have greater volatility than less risk averse investors. It could be observed from Figure 5 and Figure 6 where the dynamic hedge ratios for moderate (v = 50) and highly (v = 300) risk averse investors fluctuated well above and below the dynamic MVHR. Also, the estimated kernel and EDF dynamic hedge ratios for highly risk averse investors follow step function. This indicates that the substitution of an obsolete data point by the newest as the data window moves could results a drastic change in optimal hedge ratios.
Moreover, another interesting result is the optimal EMG hedge ratios take values greater than 100% and less than 0% occasionally during the sample period for more risk averse investors. A hedge ratio which is greater than 100% implies the hedger should hedge more than the spot CPO position taken. A possible explanation is the backwardation of the CPO market itself [15] . A backwardated market exhibits weak links between the spot and futures prices as explained by the theory of storage. Hence, the hedgers would need to hedge more than the exposed price risk. On the other hand, a negative hedge ratio indicates the hedgers should long FCPO contracts rather than shorting it. It is observed that these estimated negative hedge ratios take place during adverse economic conditions, and obvious for strongly risk averse (v = 300) investors where the hedge ratios could differ considerably. The magnitude differences are typically arising from the method used to generate the hedge ratio series. This is consistent with the earlier findings where kernel and EDF estimates generally produce noticeably difference hedge ratios especially for greater risk aversion factor. These observations are strengthened when the magnitude changes of consecutive hedge ratios are being considered. Table 9 depicts the absolute differences of consecutive dynamic hedge ratios.
The results here reinforce earlier observations when examining the stability of hedge ratios. As noted before, moderate and highly risk averse investors have dynamic hedge ratios which are more volatile over time. With reference to the following table, the changes in consecutive hedge ratios are less than 5% for MV practitioners or investors with low level of risk aversion (v = 2). However, gradual variation occurs more frequently than higher risk averse investors. To summarize, the EMG hedge ratios obtained from both kernel and EDF estimator are generally differ from the estimated MVHR of the MV approach. It is also evident that kernel and EDF methods produce noticeably different optimal hedge ratios while yielding similar hedging performance. It is therefore argued that the less efficient EDF estimation method would performs equally to the more powerful kernel estimation method for large sample. Besides, the empirical evidence shows the instability of both MVHR and EMG hedge ratios over time where optimal hedge ratios for higher degree of risk aversion record the greatest variation. In short, investors with heterogeneous risk attitudes should exercise care as the optimal hedge ratios are sensitive to risk aversion parameter and instable over different time horizons.
Conclusions
The attractive feature of Extended Mean-Gini (EMG) is credited to its revoca- Consistent with the results of Cheung et al. [26] Investors who rely on the MVHR to optimally hedge the CPO spot position may be misguided and therefore mishedged the risk exposure. Overall results show the MVHR is generally more favorable and applicable for highly risk averse investor despite minima differences are observed. However, it is inappropriate for low and moderate risk averse investors whereas the degree of mishedged is higher as compared to highly risk averse hedgers.
The results also show that optimal EMG hedge ratios for different classes of investors are sensitive to the degree of risk aversion. Consequently, investors of similar risk aversion levels may likely to have different optimal hedge ratios.
Hence, investors' risk aversion levels which represent their risk attitudes toward risk are essential to the optimal hedge ratios. Care should be exercise while risk behavior should be considered if investors or hedgers wish to optimally hedge Furthermore, the empirical results show the EMG hedge ratios estimated by the EDF and kernel estimations methods are indeed different. This is consistent with the findings of Shaffer [29] and Shaffer and DeMaskey [28] . The study confirms that the kernel hedge ratios are greater than EDF hedge ratios on average.
However, the kernel hedge ratios generally do not produce better hedging performance than EDF hedge ratios in FCPO hedging. Given a large sample size, the efficiency of a more powerful kernel estimation method has failed to provide improvement to the hedging performance. It is argued that the efficiency of kernel method is not evident for large sample size. Conversely, the simpler EDF estimation method performs reasonably well with large sample and generally over-performed the kernel estimation method. Overall, the empirical findings favor the EDF estimation method for the CPO and FCPO markets. Meanwhile, it is found that the EMG hedge ratio is a bell-like curve function with respect to risk aversion factor. Both kernel and EDF hedge ratios exhibit asymmetric bell-like curve with EDF hedge ratios being a smooth function while kernel hedge ratios follow a step function. The hedge ratio is neither a monotonically increasing nor decreasing function, contrary to the conclusions of Hodgson and Okunev [14] ; Kolb and Okunev [15] Lien and Luo [16] ; Butterworth and Holmes [33] . This unique characteristic is influenced by the supply and demand dynamics of CPO and the investors' risk aversion attitudes of higher preferences on return.
This paper also demonstrates that the dynamic hedge ratios for moderate and highly risk averse investors are considerably more volatile than low level of risk aversion investors. These results are very much consistent with the findings of Hodgson and Okunev [14] ; Kolb and Okunev [15] ; Lien and Luo [16] . As a consequence, investors of higher risk aversion levels who adopt "buy and hold" strategy will face the risk of significantly mishedged the portfolio. Since the volatility of dynamic hedge ratios for low risk averse and MVHR reliance investors are lesser, they still run the risk of significantly mishedged the portfolio although at a slighter tendency. Following Lien and Luo [16] , the instability of EMG hedge ratio is constituted by the multiple-root problem where multiple local minima exist in solving the estimation. This leads to the step function of dynamic hedge ratios for moderate and highly risk averse investors.
The paper studied the in-sample hedging effectiveness for both estimation methods of the Malaysian FCPO market. The empirical findings consider only the hedging effectiveness which is based on in-sample appraisal. Indeed, in-sample and out-sample hedging effectiveness analysis could have yield results with better accuracy and robustness. The accuracy of the results could be improve by measuring risk reduction for both in-sample and out-sample period. Some studies which use out-sample hedging performance for minimum-variance hedging are Yang and Allen [34] ; Srinivasan [35] ; Pradhan [36] ; just to name a few.
Meanwhile, Shaffer and DeMaskey [28] applied both in-sample and out-sample analysis on EMG framework. [38] assertion, the utilization of the EMG method did not provide an exact range for the risk aversion parameter. Consequently, it is possible to underestimate or overestimates the degree of risk aversion in EMG analysis. This shortcoming renders the magnitudes of risk aversion not directly comparable across studies of various frameworks. Hence, preventing one from the performance assessment of EMG approach in futures hedging. Therefore, in order to assess the hedging performance of EMG approach, it is important to convert the existing risk aversion parameter into a common measure. By doing so, the effectiveness of EMG approach could be compared with other models which considered risk aversion factor in hedging. Despite so, the estimation of absolute risk aversion is subject to sampling error while cross-study comparisons are often difficult to apply [37] . The empirical findings of this research is particularly important and essential for parties who are involve in the CPO market, such as the CPO investors, fund managers, financial practitioners, regulators and the academic community. Through the results, the EMG framework is demonstrated as more superior and promising than the traditional Mean-Variance framework. CPO Investors or hedgers could employ this framework to optimally hedge the CPO exposure exclusive of the normality assumptions. The main econometric advantage of EMG approach is its efficiency implies second-order of stochastic dominance which requires only the first absolute moment. Furthermore, it offers the simplicity to incorporate the risk aversion factor where investors could hedge their CPO portfolio accordingly to their risk behavior.
With respect to the findings, the EDF estimation method appears to be a better option to estimate EMG coefficient when a large sample is considered. Investors are able to estimate hedge ratios for a given degree of risk aversion at a shorter time with EDF method. Since the simpler rank-based estimation performs equally well with the kernel-based estimator, investors should probably opt for EDF hedge ratios when sample size is large. However, hedgers who wish to adopt EMG approach are advised to exercise great care when choosing the risk aversion parameter.
It was shown that the dynamic hedge ratios are less stable over time while severely instable for moderate to highly risk averse investors. In consequence, the 
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